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BoE Turns More Dovish on Brexit, Global Risks, 

and Softer Inflation 

 The Bank of England left its monetary policy rate unchanged at 0.75%, 

as expected, while noting that the possibility of a ‘hard’ exit from the 

European Union and rising trade tensions pose a risk to the growth 

outlook. 

 The Bank continues to anticipate that it will increase policy rates in 

response to building inflationary pressures under the assumption that 

the UK negotiates a managed exit from the EU. However, given that 

risks remain tilted to the downside, we believe that the odds of policy 

easing are rising against those of tightening.  

The Bank of England took a more dovish stance in today’s monetary policy 

statement citing an increase in downside risks to growth amid an increased 

likelihood of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit and intensifying trade tensions. The BoE hit a 

more cautious note than anticipated with market reaction to the Bank’s statement 

pushing yields lower across the UK curve (chart 1). With risks tilted to the 

downside, the Bank’s next move seems more skewed toward easing than to 

hiking in the near-to-medium term.  

As expected, the Bank left its monetary policy rate unchanged at 0.75% 

while maintaining its guidance that rates will need to move higher if the 

economy continues to evolve on par with the Bank’s latest projections. The 

BoE’s message stands in contrast to recent communications by the European 

Central Bank and the Federal Reserve who appear to be placing greater weight 

on the likelihood of looser monetary policy. The Bank’s Monetary Policy 

Committee (MPC) voted unanimously to keep the bank rate at 0.75%.  

The MPC noted that “domestically, the perceived likelihood of a no-deal 

Brexit has risen”. Nevertheless, the Bank continues to appear reticent to 

make a pre-emptive move in interest rates until greater uncertainty is attained on 

the Brexit front. Boris Johnson looks set to replace Theresa May as leader of the 

Conservative Party—and thus as UK Prime Minister—in July. Mr. Johnson has 

indicated that he’d be willing to drag Britain out of the EU without a deal on 

October 31, 2019, the deadline to come an agreement with the EU.  

The combination of increased Brexit risks and rising trade uncertainty 

should push the BoE to act sooner rather than later, echoing the anticipated 

relaxation of monetary policy in the euro area and the US. The BoE again 

highlighted that were a hard-Brexit to materialize, it is not clear whether the Bank 

would loosen or tighten its monetary policy stance. A coincidental escalation in 

global trade tensions would, however, likely result in rate cuts.  

The Bank highlighted that market pricing of future interest rates appears to 

incorporate a higher likelihood of a no-deal Brexit—and other downside 

risks—than the Bank’s central scenario. Markets are currently projecting a 

reduction in the Bank rate in 2020 (chart 2). While the BoE’s outlook continues to 

be underpinned by a smooth Brexit, the Bank’s long-run macroeconomic 
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projections—due for an update in August 2019—are based on market participants’ expectations for future interest rates. Given that 

the market’s view differs from the Bank’s central scenario, it remains to be seen whether the BoE places greater emphasis on its 

other set of projections based on interest rates constant at 0.75%.  

The Bank anticipates that inflation will likely fall below target during the second half of the year as energy prices decline 

while pressure from other inflationary channels, such as a leveling off in wages, softens, before picking up later in 2019. The BoE 

also revised its GDP growth projection for Q2-2019 from a 0.2% q/q expansion to zero growth due to an unwinding of 

stock-building in Europe and the UK ahead of a would-be exit from the European Union originally scheduled for April 12, 2019. The 

forecast change also reflects the impact of auto plant shutdowns pulled forward from the summer to April which contributed to a 

strong deceleration in manufacturing output growth for the month.  
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